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a b s t r a c t

The use of cryoEM and three-dimensional image reconstruction is becoming increasingly common. Our
vision for this technique is to provide a straightforward manner in which users can proceed from raw
data to a reliable 3D reconstruction through a pipeline that both facilitates management of the processing
steps and makes the results at each step more transparent. Tightly integrated with a relational SQL data-
base, Appion is a modular and transparent pipeline that extends existing software applications and pro-
cedures. The user manages and controls the software modules via web-based forms, and all results are
similarly available using web-based viewers directly linked to the underlying database, enabling even
naive users to quickly deduce the quality of their results. The Appion API was designed with the principle
that applications should be compatible with a broad range of specimens and that libraries and routines
are modular and extensible. Presented here is a description of the design and architecture of the working
Appion pipeline prototype and some results of its use.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The use of cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) and three-
dimensional image reconstruction to study and verify macro
molecular complexes is becoming ubiquitous. These techniques
provide researchers with a powerful means by which to investigate
stable molecules at subnanometer resolutions and explore the
dynamics of macromolecules. Recent advances in instrumentation
and processing capabilities, combined with automated data collec-
tion software, facilitate routine collection of large single particle
datasets containing hundreds of thousands of individual particle
images. It is now fairly common for these reconstructions to
achieve subnanometer or near-atomic resolutions, yet it remains
unclear what parameters in the numerous processing and refine-
ment steps have the most influence on achieving the best possible
resolution (Bottcher et al., 1997; Conway et al., 1997; Jiang et al.,
2008; Ludtke et al., 2008; Matadeen et al., 1999; Stagg et al.,
2008; Yu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Zhou, 2008). There are a
large number of routines and associated parameters that poten-
tially affect the outcome of a reconstruction, and it is challenging
ll rights reserved.
to systematically explore this parameter space using standard in-
put and output files and flat file management systems.

In conjunction with increasing dataset sizes, there are also
increasingly numerous software packages available for data pro-
cessing (Smith and Carragher, 2008). Most researchers use a vari-
ety of packages to achieve the various steps required to proceed
from raw micrographs to a 3D reconstructed density map. Varia-
tions in file formats, user interfaces, Euler angle conventions and
symmetry axes definitions, however, make transfer of information
from one package to another a tedious and error prone process. At-
tempts to unify some of these packages have been made, combin-
ing libraries and infrastructure to streamline the transfer of data
between routines under a single processing environment but uni-
fying packages are currently not in wide-spread use (Hohn et al.,
2007).

The Leginon software system for automated data acquisition,
developed in our lab (Suloway et al., 2005), tracks and records all
microscope and environmental parameters associated with every
acquired image into a MySQL database (http://www.mysql.com).
This provides a straightforward method for comparing and con-
trasting datasets acquired during different microscope sessions
and also provides assurance that acquisition parameters required
for further data processing are always available and accurate. This
permanent record of the dataset survives changes in lab personnel
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Table 1
Appion organization.

Project
Description of the biological structure of study and related information, such as

background information, preliminary data, user’s names, funding, biohazards,
etc.

Experiments
A set of data acquired from Leginon microscopy sessions. The user provides a

brief description for the experiment, and the database stores all acquisition
parameters. All experiments are associated with a project

Processing runs
Individual attempts at processing and manipulation of the raw data collected

during an experiment, e.g. particle picking, CTF estimation, reference-free
classification, reconstruction
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and is available to anyone authorized to access the data. Part of the
rationale for developing Appion was to provide a similar system for
tracking and recording the subsequent processing steps that result
in a 3D density map. A secondary goal was to facilitate the steps
required for 3D reconstruction and make these as transparent as
possible. Appion is tightly integrated with the Leginon acquisition
system so that preliminary processing and analysis procedures
(e.g. particle picking and contrast transfer function (CTF) estima-
tion) can be launched to run concurrently with data collection,
and subsequent steps (e.g. creating image particle stacks, classifi-
cation, 3D reconstruction) can begin as soon as data collection is
completed. All parameters associated with these processes, as well
as the results arising from them, are stored in the processing
database.

The Appion processing pipeline provides users with the ability
to process EM data in an intuitive and guided fashion. The user is
able to inspect the processed data during every step toward a
reconstruction; data outputs are presented via web pages in a stan-
dardized format to the user for assessment. While an experienced
user of EM software packages will understand how to inspect the
output data of the processing steps, this data can often be distrib-
uted across a large number of files in a variety of formats and re-
quire specialized programs for viewing. For new users, single
particle processing can appear as an arcane art form, involving a
series of ‘‘black box” methods that obscure the data from the end
users. Providing web-based reporting tools that present the output
data in a standardized format makes it more difficult for a user to
ignore problems that might not be obvious in the final outputs but
would show up as anomalies in intermediate data or in the overall
statistical evaluation of the dataset. The standardized output also
makes it easy to compare results of one reconstruction to another.
With the growing popularity of EM as a tool for structural assess-
ment, the Appion processing pipeline makes the associated soft-
ware tools accessible to novice electron microscopists, allowing
transparent data processing and thereby reducing the possibility
of incorrect or misinterpreted reconstructions.

The database that supports Appion has the added benefit of pro-
viding long-term provenance for the data and the reconstructions
that result from it. Stored processing parameters and results enable
new users to follow precisely how raw data was processed in order
to arrive at a given reconstruction. This infrastructure provides
insurance against the loss of knowledge upon the departure of a
lab member and provides a record of all processing parameters
and location of files pertaining to a reconstruction from years past.

A fundamental aspect of the Appion processing pipeline archi-
tecture is its ability to incorporate and integrate new routines,
methods, and software. There are currently a myriad of data pro-
cessing and reconstruction software packages available to the EM
community, and new ones will undoubtedly continue to appear
and evolve (Smith and Carragher, 2008). It is unlikely that a soli-
tary monolithic software package will dominate in the foreseeable
future, so that it is essential that any processing pipeline have the
flexibility to easily incorporate new functions. To this end, the uni-
formity of the underlying MySQL database acts as a translator be-
tween the many different file formats and parameter definitions
extant in the community, allowing for the modular transfer of data
between packages. Such integration of routines from different
packages also allows for side-by-side comparisons of competing
functions maintained by the packages, providing a quantitative
means to assess the strengths and weaknesses of different recon-
struction software.

We present here a working prototype of the Appion pipeline,
describing its design and infrastructure, and some results of its
use in our own laboratory. We begin with a brief overview of the
entire process and then go on to describe some of the details of
the supporting infrastructure. A much more detailed description
of the process of using the pipeline is provided in the Supplemen-
tary material.

2. Overview of Appion infrastructure

The organization of Appion is divided into three layers: projects,
experiments, and processing runs, and is summarized in Table 1.
The first step in the pipeline is to define a project by filling out a
short web-based form. This registers the new project by creating
a new unique entry in the Project database, maintaining a detailed
summary that can be edited or updated by authorized users. All
data acquisition experiments that use Leginon are linked to a pro-
ject, so that users can access and view all the data associated with
any given project using a web-based summary page that queries
the database for all associated experiments (Supplementary
Fig. 1), and subsequent analyses. Users can browse through the col-
lected micrograph images or monitor the image statistics as the
experiment progresses using a set of web-based viewers. Summary
pages provide concise graphical reports on information such as the
drift rate, image statistics, contamination level, environmental
conditions, etc. (Fellmann et al., 2002).

The Appion pipeline allows preliminary processing of the ac-
quired images (e.g. particle picking and CTF estimation) to occur
concurrently with data collection. Access to the Appion processing
web pages is provided by a link from the web-based image viewing
pages (Supplementary Fig. 1D).The main page (Fig. 1) provides a
menu bar listing processing functions that are currently available
to the experiment based on the current status of the analysis. Ini-
tially, the only data associated with a given experiment will be raw
micrographs, so the functions available to the user are limited to
particle picking, CTF estimation, and visual micrograph assess-
ment. When these functions are launched, they process the micro-
graph data as soon as it is registered into the database, and keep
pace with the rate of data collection. The menu of processing func-
tions indicates the number of processes currently running or com-
pleted (Fig. 1). As soon as the results from these initial processing
routines are registered in the database, further options become
available in the menu. For example, particle stack creation be-
comes available after particle picking, and classification and recon-
struction procedures appear after stack creation. At each step users
are able to view the results of a processing routine via a web brow-
ser that presents the outputs in a variety of formats, including out-
put parameters, graphs, images, volume rendering. Our goal is to
provide a transparent and comprehensive presentation of interme-
diate results that encourages and enables critical data assessment
and identification of anomalies that may arise during data
processing.

Once a final 3D reconstruction has been completed, the param-
eters specified during the reconstruction, as well as the results of
all particle classifications, class averages, and three-dimensional
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models from each iteration are stored to the database. The resolu-
tion of the reconstruction is calculated using both the conventional
Fourier shell correlation (FSC) method (Harauz and Van Heel,
1986), and the Fourier neighbor correlation method (which we
here refer to as Rmeasure) (Fig. 2) (Sousa and Grigorieff, 2007).
The user then has the option of specifying a 3D reconstructed den-
sity map as an ‘‘exemplar”, which generates a web page that pro-
vides a detailed summary of all of the data collection and
processing steps for that particular reconstruction. The exemplar
page also provides a paragraph of text describing the methods in
a format suitable for inclusion in a journal article (Supplementary
Fig. 4).

3. Appion infrastructure

3.1. Infrastructure overview

Appion, similar to Leginon, has been implemented primarily in
the Python scripting language (http://www.python.org), which is
in increasingly wide use in a range of scientific disciplines. This
powerful language provides cross-platform compatibility and can
be readily learned even by non-programmers. In Appion the main
Fig. 1. AppionWeb-based interface. In the upper left hand section, the project, experim
AppionWeb pages, there is a navigable menu that displays all available reconstructions
Each section of this menu can be expanded or contracted to show or hide the subsec
reconstruction step is shown. The left portion of the form (C) is termed the appionLoop fo
database. The right portion of the form shows the parameters that are specific to the curr
has the option of either directly launching the job to a processing cluster or of requestin
terminal (E).
function of the Python scripts is to provide generic ‘‘wrappers” for a
wide array of existing software packages in use by the EM commu-
nity, thus providing for inter-package compatibility. For example,
functions from SPIDER, EMAN, Frealign, Imagic, FindEM, Xmipp
and Matlab have all been incorporated into the Appion pipeline
by Python wrappers (Frank et al., 1996; Grigorieff, 2007; Ludtke
et al., 1999; Mallick et al., 2005; Roseman, 2003; Scheres et al.,
2008; van Heel et al., 1996). The relative simplicity of the Python
language makes it accessible even to non-programmers, so that
anyone with an interest can incorporate a new software package
into the pipeline.

Fundamental to the Appion pipeline is the underlying database,
which tracks all information and provides the links between dispa-
rate packages. The creation and maintenance of the Appion data-
base is based on an automatically adaptive database structure
that also supports the Leginon and Project databases. The Appion
database is relationally linked to these other databases such that
information can be traced back from every point of processing;
for example, an individual particle contributing to a reconstruction
can be tracked back to its location in a specific image and thus to
every parameter associated with the data acquisition. The Project
database stores global data associated with the overall biological
ent name, description and raw data path is displayed (A). On the left side of all
steps, along with the number of processing jobs that are running or completed (B).
tions. To the right of the menu, a web form pertaining to the currently selected
rm, and is the same for all pages that will perform a function on all the images in the
ent reconstruction step (D). Default values are provided for the parameters. The user
g the text version of the command so that it can be manually launched from a Unix

http://www.python.org


Fig. 2. Reconstruction report page. Overall statistics for every reconstruction stored in the database are displayed on the reconstruction summary page. Selecting one of these
reconstructions links the user to a page displaying the results of each iteration (black box). For every iteration, the parameters for that iteration are available by clicking on the
iteration number (red box). Plots showing the Euler angle distribution and the FSC curve. These plots, as well as most other images and graphs displayed, are thumbnails that
can be displayed at full resolution by clicking on them. Class averages can be viewed by clicking on the ‘‘classes” link (green box) and particles that were used in the
reconstruction vs. those that were rejected can be viewed by clicking on the ‘‘good” and ‘‘bad” links. The user has the option to do some post-processing on the 3D maps (blue
box), e.g. applying a low-pass filter, masks, flipping the handedness, normalizing, and performing an amplitude adjustment.
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project, the Leginon database primarily stores information related
to the raw data as it is collected, and the Appion database stores all
the parameters, inputs, and outputs from every processing step.
This consortium of databases provides a complete record of the
workflow from micrograph to reconstruction, and querying this
information provides insight into the results of varying algorithms
and methods used during data collection and processing.

3.2. Database management by Sinedon

The structured query language (SQL) is a powerful open source
relational database management system (RDMS) for the creation
and administration of databases, and remains the standard-bearer
for declarative database languages (http://www.mysql.com). Que-
rying, updating and modifying an SQL database structure, however,
requires knowledge of the SQL language, and manually updating
the entries to support new procedures as they are added to the
pipeline can be a tedious and confusing process, especially as the
size of a database grows. One of the most critical components sup-
porting the Appion infrastructure is the Sinedon software library,
which was created to provide an interface between Appion’s Py-
thon scripts and the Appion SQL database (Fig. 3) and to automat-
ically maintain relational links between tables and columns.

The Sinedon software is designed on the concept of object-rela-
tional mapping (ORM), which provides the ability to transfer data
from object-oriented programming languages to a database sys-
tem, with the added capability of creating new tables if they do
not already exist. The goal of this library is to facilitate the creation
and querying of database tables using a Python script, rather than
through standard SQL commands. Utilizing the Python module
SQLDict, dictionary-like classes describing table structures are de-
fined in Python within a single class named appionData.py, and
when an object of this class is created and filled with values in Py-
thon, the table corresponding to the class is created if it does not
already exist, and the object information is entered as a new row
in the table (Fig. 4). All data are inserted as scalar values, and every
row is unique through the use of primary keys. A timestamp is also
stored for every element inserted into the database. An essential
aspect of Sinedon is its ability to automatically create relational
links between classes. If a class is created that contains within it
an object of a different class, this information is stored in the SQL
database using foreign keys (Fig. 4). Additionally, altering the class

http://www.mysql.com


Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the Appion infrastructure. The Leginon appli-
cation controls the microscope and acquires data interacting with the Leginon
database via the Sinedon library. A set of web-based tools (LeginonWeb) provide a
view of the data stored in the Leginon database. Processing of the acquired data is
controlled form the AppionWeb pages, which launch pyAppion scripts on a cluster,
and store the results into the Appion database via Sinedon.
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definition in Python automatically performs updates of the table
structure in the Appion database. Upon the next insertion of an ob-
ject pertaining to this class, the changed structure will be mapped
automatically to the SQL table. Through Sinedon, Appion develop-
ers are not required to write SQL queries, and the Appion database,
which consists of nearly 100 tables (many containing dozens of
columns) and which is constantly being modified and extended
as new procedures are added to the pipeline, does not require
any manual maintenance or specialized expertise.

3.3. The pyAppion library

The major functional component of Appion is a collection of
scripts that control all the available analysis and reconstruction
procedures. These scripts reference the classes defined in appion-
Data.py, defining how data is read from and written to the Appion
database (Fig. 4). Because many of these scripts operate on the ac-
quired images as they are collected during an experiment, we have
created a general module named appionLoop.py, which steps
Fig. 4. The Sinedon library. A Python class is defined in appionData.py, and instantiated
into the database, using relational links, and creating new tables if necessary.
through all existing images in an experiment, and then pauses
and waits for a new image to be entered into the database. Func-
tions such as particle pickers or CTF estimators can be launched
using this module to perform tasks during an experiment, so that
processing of all newly collected images occurs concurrently with
data collection. The Appion Python scripts utilize Python’s ‘‘optpar-
se” module for command-line parsing, type assignment/conver-
sion, and help document generation. The optparse module also
provides for the assignment of default values in the case of an ab-
sent parameter. This supporting library provides a standardized
method with which to develop and run procedures and to store
parameters and results to the SQL database.

3.4. Launching processing jobs via AppionWeb

While the Appion Python scripts can always be launched from a
command-line setting, all of the major Python scripts required to
perform a single particle reconstruction can also be accessed and
launched from an intuitive web-based graphical user interface
(Fig. 1). This web-based user interface is generated using PHP, a
server-side scripting language for the generation of dynamic web
pages that is capable of reading and writing to the Appion SQL
database (http://www.php.net). These web-based interfaces to
the pipeline provide a graphical means by which to create and
launch the Appion Python scripts but the user also always has
the option to request the corresponding command-line text, which
can be modified and manually submitted. This is especially useful
when prototyping new options. The AppionWeb submission pages
have been standardized, using a template designed specifically to
the Appion structure. An ‘‘appionLoop” template page emulates
the Python appionLoop.py script, such that the user can set up
the process to run through all existing images contained in an
experiment. The user specifies the type of images upon which to
perform the given function (e.g. close vs. far from focus), whether
or not the processing is to run concurrently with data collection,
and if the results should be stored to the database (Fig. 1).

While the appionLoop section of the user interface remains con-
sistent across similar procedures, parameters specific to the se-
lected function appear in a separate section of the user interface.
Whenever appropriate, default parameter values are automatically
provided based on the experimental setup or previous processing
results. Parameter values can also be recalled from earlier process-
ing runs, which is particularly useful when it is desirable to process
two separate datasets in the same way. Hovering the cursor over
in a Python script. Parameters are assigned to the instance of the class, and entered

http://www.php.net


Fig. 5. Creation of image stacks. Users are able to create an image stack from the results of a particle selection routine, filtering the particles by the confidence of the CTF
estimation, the particle correlation (if an automatic particle picker was used), or by defocus limits. Popup documentation is displayed describing the ‘‘box size” parameter. The
resulting stack is summarized online, with an averaged image of all the particles comprising the stack. From this point the user may examine the individual particles within
the stack, center the particles using EMAN’s cenalignint, or create a subset of the stack.
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any of the parameter labels on the web page, pops up a documen-
tation window describing the parameter, and may offer some ad-
vice on its usage (see Fig. 5). Every processing run is associated
with a unique job name tracked in the database. Default names
are automatically assigned by the Appion scripts but the user is
free to change the default name to make it more descriptive under
the restriction that two jobs with the same name cannot be sub-
mitted for the same experiment. A series of other sanity checks
are performed before the script is launched, ensuring that all nec-
essary parameters have been assigned values, and that the values
are appropriate for data that will be processed. For many of the
procedures, the user is also offered the option of processing a sin-
gle image from the dataset in order to test the suitability of entered
parameters. A variety of applications for manual assessment and/
or editing of automatically processed data are also available from
the AppionWeb interface.

Upon submission of the web form, the Appion Python command
is sent to a queue on a local processing cluster, and an entry for
monitoring the job’s status is entered into the database. Upon
the commencement of the script, the job’s status is updated in
the database to reflect this, and the user can track the progress
of the job as it proceeds. In the event of undesired results or an
analysis that is proceeding badly, the user can stop the processing
job, at which point they can return to the web form and make any
necessary changes and resubmit. Stopped jobs can be resubmitted
to continue from the point at which they were previously stopped,
and the number of jobs a user can submit is limited only by the
implemented processing hardware and cluster queuing software.

3.5. Viewing job results via AppionWeb

An extensive set of web tools have been developed to support
the reporting of the processed results to the user. This is the most
critical aspect of the Appion pipeline, as an early mistake in pro-
cessing could otherwise go unnoticed, leading to confusing and
incorrect results later on in the reconstruction process. The soft-
ware that is required to read and parse data from the Appion data-
base and display the results to web pages is primarily written in
PHP. Results are displayed in a variety of ways, either as summa-
ries of the entire process or as individual images, graphs or over-
lays onto existing images. Particle stacks are displayed using a
PHP module capable of reading IMAGIC, SPIDER, and HDF5-format-
ted stack files, and which is modeled on the EMAN ‘‘v2” function
(Fig. 5C) (Ludtke et al., 1999). This same viewer is used to examine
results of reference-free classification, class averages resulting
from a reconstruction, slices of a three-dimensional model, or
any other image stored into a stack file.

4. Results

The Appion prototype is currently in use on a day-to-day basis
by multiple labs at our institute and by users with varying degrees
of EM expertise, including visitors from external institutions. The
pipeline has been used to perform two-dimensional assessment
of structural variability and conformational heterogeneity, and to
reconstruct dozens of three-dimensional structures ranging from
200 kDa complexes to 16 MDa viruses (Lander et al., 2008; Neme-
cek et al., 2008; Stagg et al., 2008). To date, the database stores the
locations of over 20 million selected particles, �1000 particle
stacks (with an average of roughly 15,000 particles per stack),
and �350 reconstructions corresponding to over 100 million parti-
cle classifications. Despite this accumulation of data, queries to the
database are still very fast and the processing results from every
experiment can be readily accessed and examined in detail
through the standardized web reporting pages. Without the orga-
nizational structure maintained by the Appion database, these data
would be difficult to track adequately.

The pipeline is under constant development by a team of
developers with a range of expertise in computing. The codes are
managed using a version control system (svn) (http://subver-
sion.tigris.org) and daily builds of the committed codes takes place
automatically. The Sinedon library and existing examples makes it

http://subversion.tigris.org
http://subversion.tigris.org
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straightforward for almost any EM user with a facility for comput-
ers to add new functionality to the Appion pipeline by writing Py-
thon scripts. A somewhat more challenging task is to build the web
pages that provide the graphical user interface and report the re-
sults as this requires knowledge of the PHP language and the abil-
ity to understand direct SQL queries. There are, however, templates
that can be used to generate new web pages and forms.

A detailed description of using the Appion pipeline to recon-
struct a 3D map of GroEL is provided in Supplementary materials,
and a summary of the currently available functions and dependen-
cies are described in Table 2.

5. Discussion

An important aspect regarding the architecture of Appion is that
although it provides a directed manner in which an inexperienced
user can proceed through a reconstruction, experienced users do
not lose any flexibility. The Appion ‘‘pipeline” is not a stringent ser-
ies of steps into which the user is locked, but rather a guide that
provides a rational user interface to a wide variety of processing
and analysis packages and routines. An experienced user, provided
they are familiar with Python, can readily incorporate new meth-
ods into the pipeline and quickly make changes or add features
to existing procedures. Using the Sinedon interface, new tables
and columns automatically populate the database as the user runs
the new scripts.

The value of the database underlying the Appion pipeline is its
ability to both streamline the reconstruction process and integrate
disparate software packages, as well as tracking and managing a
staggering amount of metadata that can be used to assess the influ-
ence of various processing during the course of a reconstruction.
We have begun to use this database infrastructure to probe some
of the potential factors that limit the resolution of 3D maps. Ques-
tions addressing the influence of various factors during data collec-
tion, such as accelerating voltage, electron dose, ice thickness, and
contamination have been explored using GroEL as a test-bed
(Cheng et al., 2006; Stagg et al., 2006, 2008). The pipeline makes
is easy to ensure that each data set is analyzed in precisely the
same manner, and variations within the data can be monitored
throughout the process. We have also investigated the effect of
Table 2
Major functions available in Appion.

Function Description

Particle selection
Template picker Automated template-based partic
DoG picker Automated particle picker based o
Manual picker Manual selection of particles, or e

CTF estimation
ACE Automatic CTF estimation (Fig. 1)
CtfTilt Automatic CTF estimation for tilte

Stack creation
Makestack Creation of boxed particle images,

quality of the CTF estimation and
value. Low/high pass filtering, bin
inversion of density can be applie

Particle alignment
Reference-free classification Particle alignment and classificati

an image stack (Supplementary F
Maximum-likelihood multireference alignment Particle alignment and classificati
Reference-based classification Particle alignment and classificati

3D Reconstruction (Chimera is used to generate density snapshots)
EMAN reconstruction Projection-based matching particl
EMAN/SPIDER reconstruction Projection-based matching particl

analysis for class averaging
Frealign reconstruction Refinement of particle orientation

to determine initial euler angles f
particle number on classification and computation of a three-
dimensional map, and the methods implemented by various pack-
ages to exclude unacceptable particles or class averages from
inclusion in the final map. Using the Appion pipeline it is straight-
forward to launch dozens of single particle refinements, each with
specific reconstruction parameters varied, so as to understand
their effect on the final quality of the density map.

While we have begun initial efforts toward displaying and
analyzing the information that is stored in the database, this is
the area of development that is likely to continue to change most
rapidly. The results pages only provide a subset of the informa-
tion in the database and this is often presented in a format that
does not take full advantage of the available metadata. We also
envision future versions of Appion where the reconstruction pro-
cess could be actively driven based on the current results. For
example, the parameters for the next iteration of the reconstruc-
tion could be modified based on the results of the current step;
particles that are not assigned to stable orientations could be ex-
cluded, or assigned to alternative classification methods; and the
reconstruction could be paused or halted if anomalous data are
detected.

This pipeline, due to the simple web-based design of its inter-
face, provides excellent potential as a teaching device. Although
not currently implemented, it should be possible for students
new to EM to follow tutorials that run in the web browsers along-
side the AppionWeb interface. These tutorials could take a new
student through each step of a reconstruction, demonstrating the
results of properly processed data and problems that might arise.

The current implementation of Appion is tightly integrated with
the Leginon database, but data collection by Leginon is not neces-
sarily a mandatory requirement. Appion requires as input several
microscopic parameters (such as KeV, pixel size, spherical aberra-
tion, nominal defocus) to be associated with every micrograph
for processing. We have written a Python module, ‘‘manualimage-
loader.py”, that allows for data acquired from sources other than
Leginon to be uploaded into a database and from there it can be
processed using Appion. In this manner data acquired utilizing
other packages, e.g. JADAS (Zhang et al., 2009), could be processed
using Appion. Development of a web-based version of this import
module is currently underway.
Package requirement

le picker FindEM
n difference of gaussians Appion
diting of automated particle pickers Appion

Matlab
d datasets (RCT/OTR/tomography) CtfTilt

with ability to filter images based on the
particle filtering based on correlation
ning, phase-flipping, normalization,
d to the particles at this step

EMAN

on by multivariate-statistical analysis of
ig. 2)

SPIDER

on by maximum-likelihood approach XMIPP
on using reference-based analysis SPIDER

e classification for 3d reconstruction EMAN, Rmeasure, Chimera
e classification with correspondence EMAN, SPIDER, Rmeasure, Chimera

s. SPIDER, EMAN, or Frealign can be used
or each particle

[EMAN,SPIDER], Frealign, Chimera
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Appion is freely available under the Apache Open Source Li-
cense, Version 2.0. Software can be downloaded from http://
www.appion.org.
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